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The Vesuvius stand
at glasstec 2002
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The 2000 edition of glasstec in
Düsseldorf, Germany, had served as
the showcase for the newly formed
Vesuvius Glass Group. The 2002
edition confirmed that the volcano has
not been dormant, with the second
day’s announcement of a new strategic
partnership with US glass bending and
tempering specialists Glasstech. 
Under the terms of the partnership,
Vesuvius becomes the sole supplier 
of all tempering rolls for Glasstech
furnaces worldwide. The partnership
not only recognizes the high quality of
Vesuvius’ special refractory and
ceramics engineering, but confirms
that the group has now attained global
reach and can sustain technological
expertise with a broad base of
technical service and an extensive
sales network.      

Dermot Heaney

he official announcement by Glasstech
President Mark Christman that
Vesuvius was to become the sole supplier

of tempering rolls for his company’s furnaces
provided a fanfare start to Vesuvius’ participation
at the Düsseldorf fair. Christman explained that
Glasstech was suspending production of rolls
to focus on engineering and furnace techno-
logy, entrusting roll manufacture and special
refractory and ceramic engineering to Vesuvius.
These words from a major furnace construc-
tor were a strong endorsement of Vesuvius’ sta-
tus as a reference point in ceramic refractories.
They also acknowledged the global extent of
Vesuvius’ service and sales capacity. Lead-
ing spokesmen for the Vesuvius Glass Group
confirmed that over the last two years the
group had focussed on strengthening its glob-
al presence, both in terms of manufacturing bases
and service capacity, and on increasing inte-
gration between the entities within the group
to further extend its offering of products to the
global market. 

A JOINT FORCE
At the press conference held on a very crow-

ded Vesuvius stand Christman spoke first. He
began by acknowledging that refractories pro-
ducer Vesuvius and bending and tempering
systems supplier Glasstech have built up a spe-
cial relationship over the years. However, up to
now, the two entities have, in the words of
Christman “worked together in rather a reduced
form.” But, as of October 2002, there will be a
significant change in their rapport in the form
of a partnership, under the terms of which
Vesuvius becomes the exclusive supplier of
rolls to Glasstech. Christman stressed that



82 and know-how. The principal aim is to optimize
customer services for glass producers through
a strategic union which enhances the core com-
petencies of each of the partners - rollers for
Vesuvius, glass bending and tempering technology
for Glasstech. Indeed, Christman claimed that
drawing on the strengths of Vesuvius as a lead-
ing producer of rolls would provide greater
leverage for Glasstech in “delivering a world class
product to the market place.” Another important
strut in this synergy is the extent of Vesuvius’
organization. This too will be of significant

benefit to Glasstech’s customer-
base, as Christman stressed: “ it
will strengthen our company and
strengthen our product.” The
worldwide Vesuvius organiza-
tion, with its strong service capa-
bility and in-depth technology,
will further ensure the efficiency
of Glasstech plants. 

THE BEST FRUITS OF CORE
COMPETENCIES

At this point, Vesuvius Presi-
dent, Gary Novak, spoke. 

He echoed Christman’s excite-
ment and anticipation and fully
concurred with Christman about
the benefits of the partnership
for both companies, but also for
Glasstech customers, who will
benefit from a partnership that
allows each participating company
to deliver the best fruits of respec-
tive core competencies. 

In this team context, Novak
stressed the strength of Vesuvius’
global organization and the com-
pany’s intention to use that advan-
tage to deliver quality rolls and
quality service to Glasstech cus-
tomers. 

THE BIGGER PICTURE
The announcement was ob-

viously something of a show
stealer. However with as dyna-
mic an entity as Vesuvius, the
feeling is that more must be going
on. With a view to filling in the
details of the bigger picture wi-

Glasstech had always had a tradition of producing
its ceramic rollers to very exact tolerances.
Consequently, when his company began the
search for a partner capable of meeting those stan-
dards, the choice fell on Vesuvius.   

TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERTISE 
AND SERVICE CAPABILITY

Christman then proceeded to explain the
underlying reason for this move. Broadly speak-
ing, Glasstech feels it will further enhance its
products by incorporating Vesuvius excellence

The Vesuvius
team at
glasstec
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thin the glass group, Glass-Technology
International spoke to important spokesmen
for the companies that make up the glass divi-
sion. First we spoke to Novak. He confirmed that
the Zyarock® issue remained a priority. Zyarock®

is an amorphous fused silica featuring a very low
coefficient of thermal expansion and low ther-
mal conductivity, and excellent electrical insu-
lation up to 100°C, which make it particularly
sui-ted for tempering and float glass applications.
Vesuvius’s rollers for glass tempering furnaces
are made in Zyarock®, as are the companies
feeders accessories and tweels for the float
glass process.  This product concerns principally
Vesuvius McDanel and Vesuvius Franceand
their production facilities in Beaver Falls, the
United States, and Feignes, France, especially
in the light of the Glasstech announcement,
which implies a 100 per cent supply of Zyarock®

rolls to meet the new partner’s every need. 

TEMPERING ROLLS: 
A MORE GLOBAL APPROACH

Novak explained that, besides the deal with
Glasstech, there was a lot happening in this
arena. As evidence of the group’s global
dynamism, he referred to construction of a
plant currently underway in China to extend the
company’s success in the Americas and Europe
into Asia. The chosen site is in Suzhou, (two hours
from Shanghai), and at the time of the interview,
it was due to go into operation as from January
2003, joining an existing plant in the area. In addi-
tion, completed expansion of the group’s US faci-
lities was also mentioned. In line with these aims,
Ren Bartoe, Product Line Manager, Zyarock Glass
Americas, provided an update on the situation
in the United States where, he claims, capital
investment has led to a threefold increase in pro-
duction capacity over the last two years. 

This ‘local-is-global’ approach is being pur-
sued in a drive so that customers around the globe
find it more convenient to deal with the group.
With reference to the global market, Manfred
Balzer of Vesuvius VGT-DYKOpointed out
that the world automobile market is divided
equally between Asia, the Americas and Europe.
Therefore, as a global company, Vesuvius is com-
mitted to establishing a uniform presence world-
wide to supply all customers with the same
advanced levels of service. Significant com-
plementary struts to this strategy are also in evi-

dence. One is the new European facility being
built in the Czech Republic, strategically placed
to capitalize on the changing scenario in
Central and Eastern Europe, though this does not
necessarily cater exclusively to the tempering
area, being intended also for production of
fused silicate products. At the time of the inter-
view, construction of the new facility had been
underway for two weeks. 

Another, though more modest strategic
alliance mentioned was the cooperative agree-
ment with the New Hudson Corporationto
benefit customers in the important float glass mar-
kets of Korea, Japan and Taiwan.

COMMUNICATION WORLDWIDE
Balzer stressed that behind the products and

facilities were human resources in great depth.
“In a truly global approach, the service network
is of prime importance. And this is a key element
of our approach - creating organizations, train-
ing, setting up teams of engineers and a sales
force, so that our customers always interface with
people with the right kind of expertise, who are
also responsive to their particular problems”. 

The feeling at Vesuvius is that being global
is not a one-way process, but entails a combined
effort, where manufacturing decisions are made
in response to feedback from the sales and cus-
tomer service side, with the ultimate aim of
ensuring the same kind of service levels that lie
at the basis of Vesuvius’ success in its more estab-
lished markets. This philosophy also explains
the company’s approach to glass shows like
glasstec where, it claims, the onus is on treat-
ing visitors more like friends than customers. 

THE FURNACE SIDE: 
OVERVIEW OF GLOBAL OFFERING

Novak provided an overview of the global
offering on the furnace side within the dedicated
group entities, highlighting the steps taken to
provide an extensive offering of products for glo-
bal flat glass manufacturing. “ Vesuvius’ con-
cept has been to try and package furnace refrac-
tories. Monofraxhas been a component for a num-
ber of years, producing fused cast materials
for glass tanks. The acquisition of the VGT
group brought in a complementary product
line. When we acquired Premier, this had larg-
er implications for our other divisions, but also
provided other glass furnace refractories, speci-
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fically silicate material”. Balzer added that
this process of integration, begun three years ago,
is an ongoing commitment and has proved very
successful for the company and its customers. 

He was particularly enthusiastic about the le-
vels of integration in Germany, which occupies
a very strategic position in Europe, which was
proceeding very well.   

DEVELOPMENTS ON THE FURNACE SIDE 
Although tempering rolls were very much in

the limelight at the time of the interview, there
were also innovations and developments on
the hot glass side. Düsseldorf-based Vesuvius
VGT-DYKO, component company of three
and a half years standing, boasts particular
strength in fibreglass applications and spe-
cializes in isopressed chrome and zirconium mate-
rials and tin bath blocks. Bernd Fink, General
Manager, Germany, revealed that currently the
company was investing money in new furnaces
and increased automation to reduce costs and
also enhance consistency and quality. 

Tony Ceci, who heads Belgium-based 
Vesuvius Premier, which has two facilities - one
producing shaped refractories, the other non-
shaped refractories. He claims that Premier

plants are widely re-
cognized for producing
silica products of the
highest quality, a raw
material in plentiful sup-
ply in Saint-Ghislain,
west of Mons, where
the company is based.
He, too, stressed the
advanced integration
within the group by
pointing out that that
while Vesuvius Premier
deals with sales within
the European market,
foreign business is ful-
ly integrated into the
existing Vesuvius sales
organization. 

With exports account-
ing for 75 per cent of
production, Ceci stressed
the advantages of be-
longing to a worldwide
organization. The quick

review of the five component companies with-
in the group was rounded off by Glenn Wrap of
Vesuvius Monofrax. He mentioned further deve-
lopments for enhanced production of special
such as like thin film and technology glass
for computer screens and the like. He claimed
that this has led to wider worldwide acceptance
of Monofrax Z, the high Zirconia product
used to contain thin film glass. This product
has been commercial for about ten years, but
is now receiving more attention and acceptability
for speciality glasses because, Wrap claims, it
is a extremely quality sensitive application. In
closing Wrap also provided an update on the
performance of what Vesuvius Monofrax con-
siders its showcase products - fusion-cast
alpha-beta alumina crowns, increasingly repla-
cing silica brick and other materials in crowns,
especially in oxy-fuel contexts, as producers
begin their second campaign. Not surprising-
ly, the interest from special glass manufacturers
is high, especially when the working life of these
crowns is said to be 16 years, against the
eight-year life-span of the previous type.■
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